Abstract-In this paper, we present a new class of rank-order-based filters, lower-upper-middle (LUM) filters. The output of these filters is determined by comparing a lower-and upper-order statistic to the middle sample in the filter window. These filters can be designed for smoothing, sharpening, and outlier rejection. This wide range of characteristics can be obtained from a single filter structure by simply varying the filter parameters. Thus, this class of filters is extraordinarily versatile. When used as smoothers, LUM filters can take on a range of smoothing characteristics. The level of smoothing done by the filter can range from no smoothing to that of the median. This flexibility allows the LUM filter to be designed to best balance the tradeoffs between noise smoothing and signal detail preservation. LUM filters can be designed to enhance edge gradients, We demonstrate that they avoid many of the shortcomings of linear edge-enhancing filters. Namely, LUM filters can be designed to be insensitive to low levels of additive noise and can be designed to remove impulsive noise while enhancing edges. Furthermore, LUM filters do not cause overshoot or undershoot. We develop some statistical and deterministic properties of the LUM filters and present a number of experimental results to illustrate the performance of these filters. These experiments include applying the new filters to 1-D signals and images.
I. INTRODUCTION
E introduce a new class of rank-order-based filters, W lower-upper-middle (LUM) filters, for use in a variety of signal and image-processing applications. The name of these filters follows since a lower-and upperorder statistic are compared with the middle sample in the filter window to determine the output. More will be said about this in Section 11. With an appropriate choice of parameters, LUM filters can function as smoothers, sharpeners, and outlier rejectors. Furthermore, LUM filters can be designed to sharpen edges and reject outliers at the same time.
Rank-order-based filters are widely used to do smoothing. The first, and probably still the most widely used, is a simple median of the points within a window. Median filters and their properties have been described in [3] , [ 121, [ 151, [34] . In many applications, the median introduces too much smoothing. The blurring introduced may be more objectionable than the original noise. There have Manuscript received January 17, 1991. Revised April 16, 1992. R. C. Hardie The smoothing characteristics of the LUM filter are controlled by one of two filter parameters. Varying this parameter changes the level of smoothing from no smoothing to that of the median. Having such control allows one to best balance the tradeoffs between noise smoothing and signal-detail preservation. If this parameter is selected such that a small amount of smoothing is performed, then the filter functions as an outlier rejector. It will remove outliers while leaving most "normal" samples unmodified.
LUM filters can also be designed to enhance edge gradients. The amount of enhancement done by the LUM filter is controlled by the second filter parameter. Edge enhancement and sharpening have traditionally been accomplished using linear techniques. These techniques include Wiener filtering, high-pass filtering, and unsharp masking. There are many situations where linear sharpeners do a good job. However, there are just as many where linear sharpeners do not. For instance, linear sharpeners often cause severe overshoot and undershoot-ringingat edges and tend to amplify background noise. We will show that LUM filters avoid many of the shortcomings of conventional linear edge-enhancing filters. In particular, LUM filters can be designed to be insensitive to low levels of additive noise and can be designed to remove impulsive-type noise while simultaneously enhancing edges. Furthermore, LUM filters do not cause any overshoot or undershoot.
Although most of the recent work in nonlinear rankorder-based filters has focused on the smoothing problem, some rank-order-based sharpeners have been proposed. The comparison and selection filter (CS filter) is one such rank-order-based sharpener [ 181. Other edge-enhancing filters that incorporate ranking operations are presented in [20] , [22] , 1231. Rank-order sharpeners generally offer resistance to outliers. However, they differ in other characteristics. The CS filter offers good performance in certain situations but can obliterate small details and distort "thin" objects. LUM sharpeners have excellent detail-I I062 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SIGNAL PROCESSING. VOL. 41. NO. 3, MARCH 1993 preserving characteristics. They can pass small details with minimal distortion.
In summary, the LUM-filter structure has two parameters, one for smoothing and one for sharpening. For a given window size and shape, these parameters can be adjusted independently to yield a wide range of characteristics. We believe that the LUM filter is extraordinarily versatile without sacrificing simplicity. Furthermore, we believe that the LUM filter is easy to understand, making the choice of parameters simple and intuitive. Practitioners can use the LUM filter with confidence and adjust its performance for specific applications.
The material in this paper is presented as follows. In Section 11, we define the LUM filters. In Section 111, we develop some statistical and deterministic properties of the filters. In particular, we present formulas for breakdown probabilities and properties relating to sharpening and root-signal analysis. In Section IV, we present the results of several experiments. This section contains a number of revealing filtered images and corresponding quantitative analysis and comparisons with other methods. Finally, the paper closes with conclusions in Section V.
THE LUM FILTER
In this section we define the LUM filters. We first define a subclass that we refer to as LUM smoothers. This subclass is the same as the "Winsorizing" smoothers introduced in [24] . Furthermore, it has been shown in [16] , [ 171 that these smoothers are equivalent to centerweighted medians. We then define a second subclass of filters, the LUM sharpeners, which can enhance edges. Finally, we define the general class of LUM filters that includes LUM smoothers and LUM sharpeners as special cases. Also included in this class are filters that can simultaneously enhance edges and suppress impulsive noise.
Consider a window function containing a set of N samples centered about the sample x*. We assume N to be odd. This set of observations will be denoted W = {x,, x2, * . . , x N } . For a 2-D signal (e.g., an image), let the window be a simple (2m + 1) X (2m + 1) = N square.
The rank-ordered set can be written as
(1)
The estimate of the center sample will be denoted y*.
A . n e LUM Smoother
The LUM smoother is defined below.
Dejnition I: The output of the LUM smoother with parameter k is given by
Thus, the output of the LUM smoother is x (~) if x* < x(k). If x* > q N -, + I ) , then the output of the LUM where 1 I k I ( N + 1)/2. smoother is -k + ,). Otherwise the output of the LUM smoother is simply x*.
The reasoning behind comparing the middle sample x* to the lower-and upper-order statistics is that these order statistics form a range of "normal"-valued samples. If x* lies in this range it is not modified. If x* lies outside this range it is replaced by a sample that lies closer to the median. This creates a smoothing function. For example, if x* is an impulse it is likely to fall outside the range of the upper-and lower-order statistics. It would then be replaced with a value closer to that of the median, and the outlier would be removed.
The tuning parameter k controls the smoothing characteristics of the filter and can be adjusted to best balance the tradeoffs between noise smoothing and signal-detail preservation. Note that f o r k = ( N + 1)/2 the output of the LUM smoother is the median of W, and this is the maximum amount of smoothing that can be performed.
As k is decreased the filter exhibits improved detail-preserving characteristics; when k = 1, the LUM smoother becomes an identity filter (i.e., y* = x*).
As stated earlier, LUM smoothers are equivalent to center-weighted medians. Center-weighted medians are a special case of weighted medians [151 and are given by the median over a modified set of observations containing multiple center samples. Specifically, center-weighted medians are defined by
where w is the weight of the center sample and is assumed to be an odd positive integer. The relationship between the parameter w in the center-weighted median and the parameter k in the LUM smoother is w = N -2 k + 2 (4) where
Implementing the center-weighted median using the structure in (2) leads to a different intuitive understanding of the filtering operation. Also, implementation of the center-weighted median as shown in (2) requires fewer operations than that of (3), since fewer elements must be sorted. Specifically, in Oflazor's odd-even transposition sort [ 2 9 ] , ( 2 ) requires approximately N 2 computing elements while ( 3 ) requires ( N + w -1)*.
B. The LUM Sharpener
The LUM smoother and other rank-order smoothers obtain smoothing characteristics by shifting samples toward the median. To obtain sharpening characteristics, samples must be moved away from the median to more extremeorder statistics. This is how the LUM sharpener operates.
Before defining the LUM sharpener, let us first define a value centered between the lower-and upper-order statistics, x,/) and q N -, + I ) . This midpoint or average, de-noted t / , is given by otherwise. then x* is shifted outward to x([! or x (~-/ + I ) according to which is closest to x*. Otherwise the sample x* is unmodified. The reasoning behind this sharpening operation is that if x(/) < x* < -I + I ) then x* is interpreted as being a transition sample in a slope region. By shifting it to an extreme-order statistic we are removing the transition points and creating a steeper slope and in many cases an ideal step edge.
By changing the parameter I, various levels of sharpening can be achieved. In the case where 1 = ( N + 1)/2, no sharpening occurs and the LUM sharpener is simply an identity filter. In the case where 1 = 1, a maximum amount of sharpening is achieved since x* is being shifted to one of the extreme-order statistics x(,) or qN). One difficulty with the CS filter is that it distorts or removes small-signal features. On the other hand, we will show that the LUM sharpener has excellent detail preserving and enhancing characteristics.
C. The LUM Filter
To obtain an enhancing filter that is robust and can reject outliers, the philosophies of the LUM smoother and LUM sharpener must be combined. This leads us to the general LUM filter. Before we define this filter, let us first define a lower and upper statistic as follows 2 = med {qk), x*, x(l)> xu = med { X ( N -k + l ) , x*, X ( N -/ + l ) > (8) (9) where 1 I k I 1 I (N + 1)/2. Note that .8 5 xu. The output of the general LUM filter is given by the statistic xu or .8 that is closest to the center sample x*. The parameters k and l can be considered tuning parameters that allow the LUM filter to have a variety of characteristics. More will be said below about these parameters.
Two mathematically equivalent, but slightly different, definitions of the LUM filter are given below. Definition 3b is perhaps the most direct.
Definition 3a: The output of the LUM filter is given by 
The parameter I, on the other hand, controls the level of enhancement. In particular, 1 is decreased to give more enhancement and increased to reduce enhancement.
D. The Asymmetric LUM Filter
In the definitions above, the lower-and upper-order statistics defined by the parameters k and 1 have been restricted to be symmetric about the median. This restriction is appropriate when the signal and noises are symmetric. However, there are applications where this is not so. For instance, the noise may contain only positive impulses. In such a case the filter need only smooth out these large-valued outliers. Also, it may be desirable to enhance only one side of edges. These types of asymmetric operations can be performed by the asymmetric LUM filter.
The asymmetric LUM filter has four parameters such that (12) (13) and the only restriction on the parameters is that 1 I k I 1 I~I r s N.
In the example mentioned above, where only large-valued outliers occur, the noise can be filtered with the asymmetric LUM filter by setting k = 1 and setting r < N.
However, using symmetric order statistics works well in general and gives the LUM filter only two parameters. In the remainder of this paper, we will consider only the symmetric filter.
.& = med {qk), x * , q,)} xu = med {qq,, x*, q,))
PROPERTIES OF THE LUM FILTER
In this section a number of statistical and deterministic properties of the LUM filter are presented. These properties aid in the design and analysis of the filter. In the first subsection some statistical properties are presented.
The second subsection develops some deterministic properties.
A . Statistical Properties
An important consideration in the design of the LUM filter is the impulsive-noise breakdown probability, introduced in [24] . Other statistical properties of order statistics and related filters can be found in [7] , [lo], 11 11. The breakdown probability is the probability of outputting an impulse given a certain probability of impulses appearing in the input. Given these breakdown probabilities, the parameters k and l in the LUM filter can be selected to achieve a desired level of impulse rejection. Consider the case of impulsive noise having a value of either + w or -m. Let the probability of a positive impulse and the probability of a negative impulse be p / 2 . Thus, the overall probability of an impulse occurring is p . In this case the breakdown probabilities for the LUM smoother, the LUM sharpener, and the general LUM filter are given in Properties 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Property 1 (Breakdown Probability for the LUM Smoother): The breakdown probability for the LUM smoother is given by
(For notational convenience it is assumed that if the upper index of a summation is less than the lower index, then that summation equals zero.)
Proof: The probability of the LUM smoother out--
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putting an impulse is given by P r ( y * = +cl.)
= 2 Pr (y* = -m) = 2 Pr (x* = -w) Pr (x(~, = -mix* = -00)
( 1 5 )
Summing these binomial probabilities yields (14). W The probabilities given by Property 1 are evaluated in the case where N = 25 (i.e., 5 X 5 window) and are shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that to decrease the breakdown probabilities for the LUM smoother, the parameter k should be increased. Note that by increasing k the breakdown probabilities drop rapidly. Therefore, when p is small, a low breakdown probability can be obtained with a relatively small k. Using a low value of k may be desirable since the filter will preserve signal detail well.
Property 2 (Breakdown Probability for the LUM Sharpener): The breakdown probability for the LUM sharpener is given by
Proof: The probability of the LUM sharpener outputting an impulse is given by 
LUM Filter):
The breakdown probability for the general LUM filter is given by
Proof: The probability of the LUM filter outputting an impulse is given by Pr(y* = 503)
Following directly from the proofs of Properties 1 and 2 From (21), it follows that impulsive noise can be combated with the general LUM filter in the same way as in the LUM smoother. Increasing the parameter k lowers the breakdown probability.
Another important property of the LUM filter is the probability that it outputs the middle sample in the filter window, in other words, the probability that a sample is unmodified by the filter operator. This probability gives we obtain (21). W some indication of the detail-preserving characteristics of the filter. Property 4 (Probability of Outputting the Middle Sample): When the samples are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with a continuous distribution, the probability that the output of the LUM filter is the middle sample in the filter window is given by 
1
From (23) it follows that as k decreases the probability of outputting the middle sample increases, giving the filter greater detail-preserving characteristics. However, this trend is at the expense of robustness, as illustrated in Fig.  2 . Therefore, the value of k must be selected to balance the need for impulse rejection and detail preservation.
Note that in practice the samples may not be i.i.d. and the probability of outputting the middle sample is generally higher than that given by (23). For example, many images contain a majority of constant-valued regions. In these regions the LUM will output the middle sample. Also, in slope regions the LUM smoother will output the middle sample.
B. Deterministic Properties
In this subsection, we derive some deterministic properties of the LUM filter. First it is shown that the LUM filter has the property of scale and bias invariance and that no overshoot or undershoot can occur. Next, some classes of root signals are defined. Finally, some properties relating to sharpening are presented. 
1
Property 6 (No Undershoot or Overshoot): Since the output of the LUM filter is restricted to be a sample in the input set, it will never cause any undershoot or overshoot.
Root-signal analysis has proven to be a useful tool for evaluating nonlinear filters [ 2 ] , 1121, [28] . A root signal is one that is unchanged by the filtering operation. By investigating root signals one can gain insight into the performance of a given filtering algorithm. Root signals can also aid in filter design. For these reasons, we define some important classes of 1-D root signals of the LUM filter in the following two properties. We will define a l-D sequence x ( n ) where n can be considered a time index. Let n E 2 where 2 is the set of all integers and let the filter window be centered about the sample x (n*). and consequently no sharpening will occur. Thus, if a piecewise-constant signal has constant regions greater than or equal to max { k , N -21 + 11, then x(n*) will never be greater than x(N -+ I less than x (~) , or such that x(/) < x ( n * ) < Therefore, by Definition 3b, y(n*) = x ( n * ) for all n* making such a signal a root of Thus, from Property 7 it follows that ideal step edges will not be modified by the LUM filter if they are edges between constant-valued regions of sufficient length. Another class of root signals is defined in the following property.
Property 8 (Pulse Root Signals):
A pulse of duration greater than or equal to k in a constant region is a root signal of the LUM filter.
Proof: Consider the case of a pulse preceded and followed by constant regions of value cl. Let these constant regions extend such that, in the area of interest, the window only spans the pulse or the constant background the LUM filter.
(i.e., no other structures are spanned by the window). Let the pulse start at no and have a duration of P samples with height c2, where c2 > c I . For n* < no we have x ( n * ) = qk) = c1 since this is a constant region. Thus, by Definition 3b, y ( n * ) = x ( n * ) = c I in this region. When no I n* 5 no + P -1 we have x ( n * ) = c2, and if P L k , then x (~-~+ I ) = c2. Therefore, x ( n * ) = q N P k + and thus, by Definition 3b, y ( n * ) = x ( n * ) = c2 in this region.
For n* > no + P -1 we have x ( n * ) = qk) = c I since this is a constant region. Again, by Definition 3b, y(n*) = x ( n * ) = cI in this region. The case where c2 < cI follows from Property 5 and the arguments above.
From Property 8 it is clear that the LUM can be designed to preserve fine detail such as a small pulse by using a low value of k , even with a large window size. On the other hand, the CS filter will remove any pulse with duration less than half the window size (i.e., less than ( N + 1)/2) regardless of the parameter j . To show this, consider the case of a constant region of value c1 and a pulse of length ( N -1)/2 with a height of c2. In any filter position the maximum number of samples with value c2 is ( N -1)/2; thus the median will always be c I . If c2 > cI, the mean will be greater than cI in any filter position containing at least one pulse sample. Since the mean is greater than median, the output of the CS filter will be the lower-order statistic x(,), and in all filter positions x(,) = c 1 . Since the CS filter will always output c1, the pulse will be eliminated. The case of c2 < c1 can be shown similarly.
The following properties relate to the 1-D sharpening characteristics of the LUM filter. Although 1-D signals are considered, some of the 2-D filtering characteristics can be inferred from these results. Property 9 considers the shifting of concave and convex sequences. A sequence is strictly convex if x ( n ) -x ( n -1 ) < x ( n + 1) -x ( n ) for all n. Similarly we define a strictly concave sequence as one where x ( n ) -x ( n -I ) > x ( n + 1) -x ( n ) . An ideal ramp sequence is formed when x ( n ) -x ( n -1) = x ( n + 1) -x(nj.
Property 9 (Shifring Concave and Convex Sequences):
A strictly increasing convex sequence or a strictly decreasing concave sequence will be shifted by the LUM filter such that y(n*) = x(n* -(N + 1)/2 + I ) .
(24) A strictly increasing concave sequence or a strictly decreasing convex sequence will be shifted such that y(n*) = x(n* + (N + 1 ) / 2 -1).
(25)
Proof: Assume that all of the samples within the span of the filter window comprise a strictly concave or convex sequence. In these cases x(/) < x (n*) < x ( N -I + I ) .
In convex regions n(n*) < t, = (x(/, + x(N -I + 1 9 / 2 and thus, from Definition 3b, y(n*) = x((). In an increasing convex regionx(/) = x ( n * -( N + 1)/2 + 1) and thus Likewise, in a decreasing convex region x(/) = x(n* + (N + 1)/2 -1 ) and thus (27) The concave case can be proven using the same method.
w Often edges will be composed of convex regions connected to concave regions. According to Property 9 we see that increasing convex sequences are delayed while increasing concave ones are advanced. Thus, an edge composed of an increasing convex region followed by an increasing concave region will be "compacted" by the LUM filter creating a shorter transition region and a sharper edge. Note that if we let I = ( N + 1)/2 so that no sharpening is performed, this edge shifting will not occur.
Property I O (Slope Enhuncement):
An increasing or decreasing region of length R samples, preceded and followed by constant regions with length greater than or equal to ( N -1 ) / 2 samples, will be converted to an ideal 
The case of a decreasing signal can be proven in the same
The LUM filter positions a step edge at a good (and arguably optimal) location. For example, if the slope is an ideal ramp of length R, then the step edge is created at fashion.
H y(n*) = x(n* -( N + 1)/2 + 1).
(26) the midpoint of the ramp.
Repeated applications of the LUM filter will tend to change all slopes in a signal to step edges. These step edges are root signals of the LUM and will not be further modified by the filter operator. This is in contrast with conventional linear-enhancing filters that do not converge to any root signal. Repeated applications of linear gradient-enhancing filters often result in unstable systems where the signal may be lost or heavily distorted.
It should be noted from Property 10 that in order to convert a larger slope (large R) to a step edge in a single pass of the LUM filter, a larger window size N is required along with a small value of 1. However, from Property 7 we know that a larger window may not have small step edges as root signals. Thus, some loss of small step edges may occur in an attempt to fully enhance large slopes to ideal step edges. Thus, a window size must be chosen to balance the slope enhancing power of the LUM filter with its detail-preserving characteristics.
C. Two-Dimensional Window Structures
It is interesting to note that in a 2-D signal, a variety of window structures (other than a square window) can be used to obtain different enhancement characteristics. Some examples of useful window structures are shown in Fig.  3 . Fig. 3(a) shows a conventional square window. Fig.  3(b) shows a rectangular window. Such a window will cause different amounts of enhancement in the horizontal and vertical directions. Namely, by extending the result in Property 10, more enhancement can be expected in the dimension in which the filter window is largest. Fig. 3(c) shows a 1-D window that can be applied to a 2-D signal. Using such a filter window will result in a predominantly one-directional enhancement along the axis of the filter window.
A window with a cross pattem as shown in Fig. 3 (d) will have both vertical and horizontal edge enhancing power with far fewer samples than a complete square window. The enhancing power of such a window structure will be comparable to its square window counterpart if the length and height of the filter windows are the same. In particular, the number of samples in the cross window structure is 4m + 1 as compared to (2m + 1)* for the square window. With fewer samples, the LUM algorithm will require less sorting and should therefore be significantly faster. Thus, the cross window structure is a practical alternative to a square window in cases where little or no noise is present.
When significant levels of noise are present, the square or rectangular window structure can be expected to perform better than the cross window structure. This is because some redundant samples may be present. Consider the case where a 2-D signal is a ramp in one dimension and a constant in the other. In this case, the function of since in the square window there will be 2m + 1 identical sets of 2m + 1 samples. Thus, 2m of these sets are redundant. In a noisy environment the redundant samples contained in a square window are valuable. They allow for the use of higher values of k and 1 (for greater insensitivity to outliers) with the same amount of enhancement.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS We performed a number of experiments in order to evaluate the LUM filter. The results of these experiments are given in this section. First, we present some results using 1-D signals. Next, we demonstrate the imagesmoothing and impulse-rejection characteristics of the LUM filter using a standard image. Finally, we illustrate the 2-D sharpening characteristics of the LUM on a blurred test image with no noise and then with Gaussian noise.
A . One-Dimensional Signals
In this subsection we consider the filtering of a simple 1-D signal. This signal, shown in Fig. 4(a) , consists of a small pulse of length 3, a medium-sized pulse that has been blurred (using a size 5 mean filter) and a large blurred pulse.
For comparison with the LUM filter we consider the conventional linear gradient-enhancing technique known as unsharp masking. The output of this linear operator is given by
where s is a scaling constant that determines the extent of the enhancement and V is a gradient estimate. The most commonly used gradient estimate in this application is a discrete Laplacian gradient given by Fig. 4(b) shows the signal of Fig. 4(a) filtered using unsharp masking where s = 1 . The overshoots and undershoots caused by this technique are highly evident and the blurred edges are not fully restored to step edges. Fig.  4(c) shows the output of the CS filter with parameters N = 7 and j = 1 (maximum enhancement). Here the CS filter has removed the small pulse and distorted the medium-sized pulse. The large pulse has been fully restored to an ideal step edge. One way of preserving small struc- 1 , and I = 1 (maximum enhancement). The LUM filter passed the small pulse and it fully restored the other blurred pulses to ideal steps. Also note that the LUM filter did not cause any overshoot or undershoot while enhancing the blurred pulses. Next, we consider these filters operating on a noisy signal. We will use the contaminated Gaussian-noise model that has a probability density function given by
where u2 > u1 . Thus, uI determines the background-noise variance and g2 determines the variance of the impulsive type "contamination. " The parameter E determines the probability of an impulse. shows the output of the CS filter with parameters N = 7 and j = 2. Again, the CS filter removes the small pulse and distorts the medium-sized pulse. However, the CS filter does a good job on the larger pulse and appears to be relatively insensitive to the additive noise. Finally, Fig.  5(d) shows the output of the LUM filter with parameters N = 7, k = 2, and 1 = 2. Again, the LUM filter preserves the small pulse and enhances the blurred pulses. Note that by using the parameters k = 2 and I = 2, the LUM filter suppresses impulses and is also relatively insensitive to the background noise.
B. Image Smoothing and Impulse Rejection
In this subsection we illustrate the image-smoothing and impulse-rejection characteristics of the LUM filter. Also, a quantitative comparison between the LUM filter and other techniques is presented. Fig. 6 shows the filtering of an image corrupted with impulsive noise. Fig. 6(a) shows the original test image that has a resolution of 5 12 x 5 12 pixels with 8 bits/pixel grey-scale quantization. Fig. 6(b) shows the image cor- rupted with impulsive noise having probability p = 0.02. Tables I and I1 give a quantitative comparison between the LUM smoother and other techniques. These tables show the error for the test image shown in Fig. 6 (a) with various impulsive-noise probabilities. The parameter k in the LUM smoother has been selected by using Property 1 (Fig. 2) such that k is set to be as small as possible provided that the resulting breakdown probability is less than 1/(512 X 512). Thus, on average, we can expect there to be less than one impulse in the entire output image.
This design criteria is visually a good one, but it is not necessarily optimal in a mean absolute or root-mean-error sense.
For comparison, we have included results using a 3 X 3 median (MED), a 3 x 3 separable median (S. MED) [ 2 6 ] , [ 2 8 ] , and a size 5 multistage median filter (MMF) [ l ] in these tables. Table I shows that the 3 x 3 median and 3 X 3 separable median actually increase the mean absolute error (MAE) of the unfiltered noisy image for p = 0.01 a n d p = 0.02 because of the blurring caused by these filters. On the other hand, since the impulses are removed we see a significant decrease in root-meansquared (rms) error as shown in Table I1 for the same images. Note that the MMF has lower MAE than the LUM smoother for p = 0.05 and p = 0.1. This is because the MMF is doing less smoothing than the LUM with the given parameters and consequently lets impulses pass. This is apparent when examining the rms errors for those images. The rms error for the MMF is much higher on these images than it is for the LUM smoother. It is interesting to note that the MAE can be substantially reduced by doing less smoothing and allowing some impulses through. For example, consider the ca\e where p = 0.02. From Property 1 , the LUM smoother must have k 2 5 to yield an average of less than one impulse in the 512 x 512 output image. Using this parameter, the LUM filter has a MAE of 1.10, however. by letting k = 3 some impulses will get through but the MAE = 0.69. This trend is also true for higher impulse probabilities.
C. Image Sharpening
In this subsection, the 2-D edge-enhancing capabilities of the LUM filter are demonstrated. First we consider the LUM filter enhancing a blurred test image. Next we apply the LUM filter to a blurred test image with Gaussian noise. Fig. 7 shows the enhancement of a blurred test image. Fig. 7(a) shows the original test image. This test image has a resolution of 256 X 256 with 8 bits/pixel grey-scale quantization. Fig. 7(b) shows the blurred image. The blurring function is a 5 X 5 mean filter. Fig. 7(c) shows the output of the LUM filter with a 7 x 7 square window and parameters k = 1 and 1 = 1 (maximum enhancement). Notice that the blurred edges have been fully restored to ideal step edges. Some distortion can be seen in the corners of the box in the center of the image. Finally, Fig. 7(d) shows the image filtered with the LUM having a cross-window function of height 7 and length 7 where k = 1 and 1 = 1 (maximum enhancement). This window function did an excellent job. The comers of the box have been enhanced better than those using the square window. Fig. 8 shows other techniques enhancing the blurred test image shown in Fig. 7(b) . Fig. 8(a) and k = 1 = 1 (maximum enhancement). This image illustrates how the LUM filter can be used to enhance imnique. In two dimensions the output of this linear operator is given by ages along a desired axis (in this case the horizontal axis). This type of directionally biased enhancement can be useful when combating a predominantly 1-D blurring function such as motion blurring. Fig. 8(b) shows the output of the CS filter. Here we have applied the CS filter to the image in two passes using a 1-D filter window. The image was first filtered with a horizontal window of length N = 7 wherej = 1 and then with a vertical window of length N = 7 with j = 1. Note that this was the procedure used in [18] . Fig. 8(c) shows the output of the CS filter using a 7 x 7 square-window function. In both cases, the smallimage features are distorted by the CS filter. However, the CS filter does a good job on the wide outer circle. Again, multiple passes with a smaller window would improve the detail-preserving characteristic of the CS filter. However, even with a window as small as 3 X 3 , the CS filter would still remove any line one pixel wide.
For comparison we consider the unsharp masking tech-
The 2-D discrete Laplacian gradient is given by
(35) Fig. 8(d) shows the output of the unsharp masking technique where s = 3 . This technique does not fully restore the blurred edges and causes severe overshoot and undershoot. In general, unsharp masking will do a fairly good job visually sharpening an image in cases where the blurring is not severe. Fig. 9 illustrates the LUM filter's performance in low levels of Gaussian noise. Fig. 9(a) shows the blurred test image of Fig. 6 (b) corrupted with Gaussian noise having standard deviation 5 . Fig. 9(b) shows the output of the LUM filter with a window size of 7 X 7 and parameters _____ I075 in the input image did not severely affect the performance of the LUM filter. Fig. 9(c) shows the output of the CS filter with a 7 X 7 square window wherej = 2. In this case, the CS filter does a good job with respect to the additive noise; however, it still causes distortion in the thin-line features of the image. Finally, Fig. 9(d) shows the image filtered using unsharp masking with s = 3. This technique does a poor job in this case since there is substantial noise in the original image. A quantitative comparison between the above-mentioned enhancing techniques is given in Table 111 . In general, the goals of image enhancement are based on highly subjective criteria making it difficult to quantify the performance of enhancement techniques. However, since we have restricted ourselves to the relatively straightforward task of restoring a blurred image, we can quantify the performance of these techniques by comparing their estimate to the original unblurred image. Table 111 shows that the LUM does well in restoring the blurred image, especially in low levels of additive Gaussian noise. Note that the CS filter slightly outperforms the LUM filter in high levels of Gaussian noise. This is because the CS filter does better at smoothing the constant regions that appear in this relatively simple test image. The LUM's performance can be improved in the higher noise levels by increasing k .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new class of rankorder-based filters, the LUM filters. Filters in this class are characterized by two parameters, one that adjusts smoothing and the other sharpening, In conjunction with the window size and shape, these two parameters allow the filter to exhibit a wide range of characteristics. These characteristics range from no smoothing to the median and from no sharpening to a maximal value. In addition, a variety of mixed smoothing and sharpening characteristics can be achieved.
In particular, we have demonstrated that the LUM filter can be designed to remove impulses with minimal image blurring. In comparison to other detail-preserving filters discussed in Section IV-B, the LUM filter performs extremely well.
In has also been demonstrated that the LUM can enhance edge gradients, even in the presence of noise. In Section IV-A the LUM filter was shown to be capable of removing impulsive-type noise while enhancing edges. In the enhancement experiments presented in Sections IV-A and IV-C, the LUM filter outperforms the CS filter and the unsharp masking technique.
In some applications, the user may wish to combine the LUM with other techniques. For instance, the LUM filter can make a useful front end to a linear edge detector [ 
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The LUM filter can eliminate impulses and sharpen without introducing ringing. The linear edge detector will operate better on the cleaner image.
Because LUM filters perform well in a variety of applications and are so versatile, we believe they represent a very useful class. We also believe that LUM filters are simple to understand and design, making them very practical.
